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Knowledge and Awareness Mapping Platform 
(KAMP) 

NASTA(2019 – 2020)    SAMPLE TEST   CLASS: 5TH 
 
 

1.  If Eena and Mina are both your uncle’s daughter then both are your 

 [A] Younger sisters [C] Nieces 

 [B] Cousins [D] Elder sisters 
 

2.  The most common feature among houses in areas with heavy rain and snowfall is 
expected to be 

 [A] Color of the walls [C] Large windows 

 [B] Sloping roof [D] Small doors 
 

3.  Communities who normally travel from one place to another without fixed homes 
are called  

 [A] Theatres [C] Nomads 

 [B] Soldiers [D] Sailors 
 

4.  The type of energy stored when we stretch a string is 

 [A] Kinetic [C] Thermal 

 [B] Elastic potential [D] Electric 
 

5.  Compared to normal air in the atmosphere, water vapor is 

 [A] Lighter [C] Heavier 

 [B] Equal weight [D] Can be lighter or heavier 
 

6.  If the cost of a pencil is Rs. 3.5, then the cost of 100 pencils will be 

 [A] Rs. 35 [C] Rs. 350 

 [B] Rs. 3500 [D] Rs. 35.50 
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7.  The nearest approximation to 55.97 is 

 [A] 56.0 [C] 55.0 

 [B] 55.9 [D] 55. 

8.  The value that appears most often in a set of observations is called its 

 [A] Maximum [C] Mode 

 [B] Mean [D] Median 
 

9.  The difference between the highest and the lowest values of an observation is called 

 [A] width [C] periodicity 

 [B] Range [D] Absolute value 
 

10.  The fractional form for 16% can be written as 

 [A] 16/25 [C] 25/16 

 [B] 25/4 [D] 4/25 
 

11.  The most abundant element in the earth’s atmosphere is 

 [A] CO2 [C] Oxygen 

 [B] Water vapor [D] Nitrogen 
 

12.  The planets revolve around the sun in 

 [A] Circular orbits [C] Non-circular irregular orbits 

 [B] Non-circular but regular orbits [D] No definite orbits 
 

13.  The rings of planet Saturn are mostly composed of 

 [A] Sand Particles [C] Mostly Big rocks 

 [B] Mostly water ice particles  [D] Mostly asteroids 
 

14.  The 0 Degree of latitude is situated in 

 [A] Northern Hemisphere [C] Southern Hemisphere 

 [B] In between the North and South 
Hemispheres 

[D] In between the East and West 
Hemispheres 
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15.  The primary cause of the seasons on earth is  

 [A] Tilt of the earth’s rotational axis 
around the sun 

[C] The revolution of earth around its 
axis 

 [B] The distance of earth from the sun [D] The lunar phases 
 

16.  The part of a computer that allows the user to view information generated by it on a 
screen is 

 [A] UPS [C] Monitor 

 [B] Mouse [D] RAM 
 

17.  In internet terminology IP stands for 

 [A] Integrated Process [C] Internal Processing 

 [B] Internet Protocol [D] Inclusive Processing 
 

18.  The short cut key to undo the last editing action on a document is 

 [A] CTRL+Z [C] CTRL + U 

 [B] CTRL + X [D] CTRL + ZZ 
 

19.  The command/button used to reload a Web page is  
 

 [A] Reload [C] Refresh 

 [B] Redo [D] Restore 
 

20.  The part of the computer that directs the computer on how to use its components is  
 

 [A] Utility [C] Network Switch 

 [B] Windows [D] Operating System 
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